With the formal study of natural languages, we have obtained some residual results which greatly increase our power of logical manipulation. Coupled with a computer, our language extends enormously the external logic of our computing device. This paper is concerned with a well-defined symbolic list processing language and a set of operators for this language. These operators, which we call morphisms, are themselves operators thereby giving us an indefinite nesting ability. We have defined a schematic representation of'our operators (called a comb-scheme) and have then proceeded to describe a numbering technique which allows us to use these operators with a computer. Since our operators and lists are defined at the time of execution, our ability to change them is unlimited.
ABSTRACT
With the formal study of natural languages, we have obtained some residual results which greatly increase our power of logical manipulation. Coupled with a computer, our language extends enormously the external logic of our computing device. This paper is concerned with a well-defined symbolic list processing language and a set of operators for this language. These operators, which we call morphisms, are themselves operators thereby giving us an indefinite nesting ability. We have defined a schematic representation of'our operators (called a comb-scheme) and have then proceeded to describe a numbering technique which allows us to use these operators with a computer. Since our operators and lists are defined at the time of execution, our ability to change them is unlimited.
The pattern of this paper is to build up from an alphabet to words, then non-connected words, then lists and the operations on lists and finally operations on the operations. We have taken, what we hope to be, descriptive examples in linguistics and non-linguistical applications
Introduction
We at the Facult~ des Sciences of the Umverslte de Rennes are interested in the mathematical study of languages.
Since we have a computer (1620), it is only natural that we attempt to combine the two. With languages being our major interest, we find that an extensive study of lists and symbolic list processing techniques will yield a most powerful and broad spectrum of results when applied to a computer.
It appears that problems involving natural languages and certain types of mathematical problems are computer solvable when list processing techniques are applied to them. There are also linguistical problems which yield beneficial results when they are approached in this manner.
We are therefore going to define: lists, operations on lists (which we call morphisms), and a comb-scheme which allows us to manipulate the lists and morphisms; this scheme gives us the ability to manipulate almost any pattern that can be handled in a logical manner (in linguistic usage, the term logical will refer to letters, words, sentences, phonemes; in a predetermined or random occurrence).
We have defined our operators in such a manner that we allow for an indefinite nesting; adding to a computing machine an external logical system. Also, our operators, in the computer, are defined at proces~ ing time so our ability to change them at execution time is unlimited. This paper can be considered to be divided into four sections.
Part one defines our terms and gives definitions for such things as an alphabet, lists, words, non-connected words, etc. Part two defines a morphism and our operators on lists. Part three shows our comb- I. Definitions
I. 1 Words and Symbols
Since we are using a computer, composed of: let us define our alphabet to be the Latin capital letters the blank (#) for notational purposes but on printed page a blank.
the punctuation marks . and , -the digits excluding: = -$ / + @ ( ) and 0 which is also acceptable to the computer.
I. Z Non-connected words Let @ LIST 1 @, and @ LIST Z @ be two lists. We will define the operation juxtaposition (putting them side by side) which we will designate by the sign / . For example:
In a like manner, we will use the notation -to show the insertion of a word (or list) into another list. The first line of the schematic represents the list from which we started. We will call it the source of the morphism.
The second line represents how we have shuffled the various teeth of the source. We will call it the graph of the morphism.
The third line represents the non-connected word (here of a single component). We will call it the target of the rnorphism.
The three line schematic represents the morphism.
It should be clear that since the first line of the schematic represents a list, the morphism can operate on any list of this type.
Thus, the list:
The morphism conserves in each non-connected word the order of its components ( JE preceeds VEUX, etc. ) . This is a condition we may or may not impose on a morphism. If we impose it, we are saying that it is forbidden to cross the teeth of the combs.
Let us note that we could also have constructed the sentence:
je ne veux pas .
by starting with the list:
which yields the following morphism:
E ,I i ~ I I
Let us briefly consider the following German sentence:
Du ra~nst dieses ein .
We could define it with the following list:
from which we obtain the following morphism.
Here the morphism commutes the teeth of the second comb of the source.
2. 3 Numerotizing the morphisrr~
It is more convenient to use numbers instead of teeth and combs for the input to a computing machine. We have therefore designed the following type of numbering system for our morphisrns.
We will define a morphism by a symbol (set of letters and digits).
We shall p1"ecede this symbol by the sign $. For example:
will designate a morphism.
Let @A @ be a list of the source type of $ PSI; the resultant list of @ A @ transformed by the morphism will have the following notation:
$ PSI ( @A @).
The morphism itself will be notated by the following type of its source list between two $ written as a series of integer triplets representing the series of teeth of the graph: the combs of the graph being ranked in the order of the encounter of their first teeth going frorn left to right. .%11 of the teeth of the graph will be represented by three integers each one being separated by a comma:
i) the rank of the comb of the graph to which it belongs; Z) the rank of the corresponding comb of the graph;
3) the rank in the comb of the source of the tooth, corresponding to the given tooth of the graph.
The target and the correspondence between the graph will be indicated by the symbols When we forbid the crossing of the teeth in the comb, the third number of the triplet representing a tooth of the graph is ambiguous for our notational purposes.
We may, therefore, reduce our notation from triplets to couplets.
Thus $ PSI would become: @Y @= $Ro(@x@).
The source and the target of the scheme is none other than the schemes of @X @ and @Y @ respectively. This is due to the graph that is given by the comb-bindings of @ Y@ as each one can be identified, tooth by tooth, from a comb of the source.
In effect, the comb schemes of @ X @ coincide with the comb-bindings; to which tooth under consideration; equally, we know, thanks to theand / , the group of teeth of the graph which has joined the above bracketing of the teeth of the target.
We can, therefore, reconstitute the complete scheme of the morphism $ I%O.
Here is an example. and the word is transformed by the morphism $ IZO of the following scheme: 
SRO(A / @X@ / @Y @)
where A / @ X @ / @ Y @ designates the product of a juxtaposition:
The above is simply to say that there always exists a form of this comb-scheme and list type structure. Our canonical form (going from left to right) for:
$RO(A /@X@/@Y@).
Operators defined from morphisms
We are going to define from the rnorphisms some operators on sets of lists. We will show later that the operators are themselves morphisms: therefore they are recursive and this then gives us the ability to have an extended logic for our computing language.
There are three operators for our morphisms: the / product, the // product and the ~ product (or composition).
I. The / product of two morphisms
Let $ RO and $ MU be two morphisms.
following notation:
The / product has the
( $R.O / SMU)
and is defined for any list @ X @ : We shall use the following ($RO//$KHD.
For any lists @X @ / @ Z @
($ROIISKHI)(@X@ I@Z@)=$RO(@X@) I $KHI(@Z@)
It should be mentioned that the // product of two morphisms is defined only when they are from the same source.
III. The * product (or composition} of two morphisms.
Let $1%O and SPI be two morphisms such that the source of $RO is identical to the target of $PI. The * product has the following notation:
It should be mentioned that since the * product of two morphisms is defined only if the source of $RO is identical to the target of SPl, it thus transforms any list of source type of $PI into a list of target type $ao.
VANDENBURGH 15.
Z. 6 _Product of morphisrns are themselves morphisms
The operators defined in Z. 5 / product, // product, and ':'-product of morphisms are morphisms.
In effect, they can be represented by schemes which are schemes of morphisms.
\
The scheme ($RO/$MU) is constructed as follows:
The first line is the source common to the schemes of $1%O
and SMU.
The second and are those of SILO and $MU placed side by side;
those of $MU to the right of those of $1%O.
For instance, given:
I , I l ,I
[
I k I
The scheme of ($RO/$MU) is as follows:
The schemes of ($RO//$KHI) are constructed as follows:
We modify the number of the combs of the scheme of $KHI while adding to each of them the number of combs of the source of $RO; thus, we can place the schemes of $1ZO and $KHI side by side; those of $KHI to the right to those of $RO.
For instance, given: The scheme of ($RO ~',' $PI) is constructed as follows:
The source is that of $PI.
The graph is that of $RO where we replace each comb (which is also a comb of the target of $PI) by the system of combs to which it corresponds in the graph of $PI.
The target is that of SRO.
For instance, given: To construct the scheme of the ~ product of $RO and SPI, we can also characterize it by its action on a list @ X @ of source type of $PI: uniquely composed of word-signs different from each other. For that, we will make $PI act on @ X @, then SRO on
Retaking the previous example; given:
from which is defined the scheme for ($RO 3. Practical application of symbolic list p.roces.sing '
i Introduction
The actual programming of a symbolic list processing system presents many interesting and varied problems and possibilities.
The power of this type of list manipulation opens the way to many hitherto unsolvable (computer-wise)problems.
Now that we have defined our language, it naturally behooves us to ask how, and to what, we can apply it. We are going to illustrate three different types of problems to show that we have a general purpose language. The first will be a simple example of list processing manipulating variables in algebra. The second will be an application of morphisms to generate FOP~TRAN (or any symbolic programming system) in the same general manner of SHADOW but with the added difference that our input is a list instead of a single variable. The third example will be an application to the natural languages.
3. 2 Operating on polynominials using symbolic list processing If we join Now, for the sake of clarity, and to take advantage of our comb-scheme, we will re-number them as follows: VANDENB URGH ZZ.
5 The list of our flowchart
For t~e list of our flowchart, it is necessary to write only the imperati-~e instructions. We will generate the IF and the right parantheu!s with the correct flow from our morphism. Therefore, the list is as follows: We can scan the list C until we come to an entry Z. This will cause an IF( to be generated. We follow this by the entry in the list (in our case Y-YMAX). This is followed by a right paranthesis. The This is true because all orders following an IF must have a path so they must be numbered i.e. carry a statement number.
8 Advantages and power of symbolic list processing with morphisms
With the example shown here, the real power does not come to light. by Professor J.P. Benzecrl ~articularment for linguistical applications.
